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Overview
This was the University of Akron’s first ever NASA Student Launch competition. This year, the
collegiate competition was held to challenge the universities to design, build, test, and launch a
vehicle, with payload, to the height of 5,280 feet above ground level, over a time-frame of 8
months. The competition allowed for teams to choose at least one of three required payload
designs (induce a roll, target detection, fragile material protection.) The University of Akron’s
Akronauts Rocket Design Team decided on fragile material protection. Using an L2200
Aerotech motor, the Akronauts designed, manufactured, successfully launched, and recovered
a near-entirely student made rocket named Project Zaphod. This document contains the postlaunch analysis of Project Zaphod.

General Flight Stats
Apogee: 5,135 ft
Maximum Velocity: 616 ft/s
Drogue Parachute Deployment Altitude: 4,894 ft
Main Parachute Deployment Altitude: 840 ft

Launch Day Stats
Ground Elevation: 555 ft MSL
Temperature: 85 °F
Wind Speeds: 5 mph

Vehicle Summary
The launch vehicle comprises of carbon fiber/fiberglass body tubes, fiberglass fins, and 3D
printed fin can and nose cone tip. Length of the couplers are 10in. Center of pressure from the
nose cone is 117.8in and center of gravity is 93.57in. The overall static stability margin is 4.7
with 4.4 immediately off the launch rail. The stability margin is relatively high but due to the large
amount of thrust the motor produces the wind, if any, would not cause the rocket to over correct
itself in flight, mostly because the large velocity straight off the rail. This turned out to be true for
the rocket launch as the weather conditions were ideal for launch having very little wind and
absolutely no cloud cover. The rocket went straight up with no coning, as seen in the 2nd test
launch but that was due in part to a smaller motor used, and it reached an altitude of 5135 feet.
Every internal system performed as expected and the entire rocket was successfully recovered.
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Motor used
An L2200g 75mm reloadable motor from Aerotech with an average thrust of 2200N and a total
impulse of 5104Ns.

Figure 1 – Zaphod launch

Vehicle dimensions
The launch vehicle was 147in long, had an inner diameter of 5in and outer diameter of 5.125in.
Von Karman nose cone had a ratio of 5:1 with the outer diameter of the rocket. The fins had a
chord of 11in, a height of 6in, and a thickness of ⅛ in.

Scientific Value
There were many firsts with this rocket including custom winding of the body tubes and nose
cone as well as having a 3D printed fin can with interchangeable fins. A great deal of
information was obtained through observation and analysis from winding the tubes. NASA
Glenn Research Center gave permission to use their McClean Anderson Super Hornet winder
in which the importance of winding angles, epoxy resin, and curing was established. As for the
fin can with interchangeable fins, it came as a surprise early on in the competition the
Akronaut’s needed different sized fins due to changes in weights of a few components. The
value of easily changing fins of different sized was enormous as all that was required was
removing a few fasteners and installing new fins. In conclusion, the scientific value of the jobs
undertaken was incredible.
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Visual Data Observed
The first attempt at launching the rocket was unsuccessful as there was a faulty igniter. Second
attempt at launching was where the success came. The motor used had twice the amount of
thrust as the test motor so we knew based on the results of our test launch, this launch would
be smoother in terms of flight. First test launch there was a catastrophic failure of one of the
tubes but there was a successful recovery. After replacing the failed tube, a second test launch
was successful but revealed coning of the rocket. This was mainly due to the rocket’s high
stability margin and a motor with insufficient thrust to achieve a high enough exit rail velocity.
The competition flight, using a motor with double the thrust of the test launch, achieved a
simulated launch rail velocity of 81 ft/s. A velocity this high caused the rocket to have a
smoother flight in terms of going straight up. As expected, the drogue chute ejected at apogee
and proceeded down to where the main ejected at 850ft. Upon recovery, all parts were intact as
well as the fragile material inside the payload.

Figure 2 – Project Zaphod and some of the Akronaut seniors from left to right: Ian Lewis, Dylan Lehmier, Ben
Speight, Danny Nicolino, Emery Rowe, Joe Beck, Hannah Adams, and Cody Fox

Payload
The payload device was designed to protect a fragile object that could fit within a cylinder 3.5” in
diameter and 6” tall, during the flight of the rocket. The design included a spring and damper
system that was oriented along the axis of the rocket, and an inflatable air bladder system that
would surround the fragile object. On launch day the fragile object was revealed to be five clay
disks.
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Figure 3 – The fragile material protection device

Scientific Value
The scientific value obtained was finding a valid approach to protecting unknown objects when
launched in a rocket while securing the payload and addressing the primary linear forces and all
other forces on the object during the vehicle’s journey.

Data Analysis and Results of Payload
There were no movement sensors included in the design to record the motion of the payload, so
there is no data analysis that can be performed on the functionality. It was discovered upon
inclusion of the differential pressure sensor that the connections obtained would not fit the ports
available. The ports on the differential pressure sensor required a 3mm tube, and obtained tube
had an ID of 3.36mm. To make up for this, a check valve with a break pressure of 1psi was
included as a relief valve to ensure that when the diaphragm pump is run constantly, the bags
will maintain a pressure of 15psi.
Because of the removal of the differential pressure sensor to govern the on/off state of the
motor, the motor had to run at full capacity 100% of the time once placed inside of the rocket.
The system calculations had the system running 3 hours prior to running out of power. The time
prior it had to wait to launch was about 4 hours, so the system ran out of power prior to launch
(audible silence when priming rocket).
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 – The five unbroken clay disks being scored at the judging booth

It was observed that the threads of the damper connection into the plate connected to the
canister sheared off during operation. When examined, it was determined that the raise up tube
for the spring that the damper was nested inside of was too tall. It should have been 2” shorter
to accommodate the bottom nested springs collapse thickness, as the damper arm was fully
extended when the canister was in equilibrium,
The total result of the system was that the fragile payload (5 clay pigeons) was fully recovered
post launch.

Recovery
The recovery system was comprised of several CO2 ejection systems to accomplish a dual
deployment while maintaining redundant systems for ensured execution and safety. The
parachute designs were tested intensely for their drag stats and drift characteristics. It was
imperative that the design was effective, simple, and redundant to ensure the safest descent of
the launch vehicle and its fragile object payload.

Scientific Value
The Recovery system was entirely student designed and built. With the ability to create their
own parachutes, the team was able to customize the descent rates and drift distances for the
launch vehicle and its fragile object payload. The main parachute canopy was a pull-down apex
(AKA toroidal or iris-ultra) shape - a new challenge and commendable feat for the Akronauts to
achieve. Designs were sewn, tested, and scratched incessantly until a final design was
optimized for the flight predictions of the rocket. See the following graphs for the collected data.
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Figure 6 – Altitude read by the main altimeter within the rocket
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Figure 7 – Altitude read by the main altimeter within the rocket
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Recovered Data
Using the data from the primary altimeter, the descent rates of the drogue and main parachutes
were found to be 96 ft/s and 12 ft/s respectively. This was used to calculate the landing kinetic
energy of each independent section of the rocket along with the predicted drift distance while
considering the launch day conditions of having wind speed of 5 mph.
Wind Speeds (mph)
5

Drogue (ft)

Main (ft)

Total (ft)

338.40

519.44

857.85

Table 1 – Drift distance calculated using launch day weather conditions

The predicted drift shows a distance of 850 ft. The visual data can confirm that this distance is
fairly accurate. This was well within the half-mile radius that was given as a constraint. Another
constraint was to maintain a kinetic energy of below 75 ft·lb upon landing for each independent
section of the rocket. Using the terminal velocity found from the altimeters, the following kinetic
energies were found; which were well within the 75 ft·lb realm.

Nosecone
Upper Section
Lower Section

Weight (lb)
2.71
14.02
21.77

Landing Velocity (ft/s)
11.7
11.7
11.7

Kinetic Energy (ft·lb)
5.76
29.80
46.27

Table 2 – Landing Kinetic Energy calculations using competition landing velocities

Visual Data Observed
During the competition launch, the lead recovery specialist stood by with binoculars and was the
event spotter. Major events were called as they were seen (apogee, parachute deployments,
and vehicle touch-down). All events were called and appeared to be called at all of the correct
altitudes. The rocket appeared to have landed 250 yards from the launch pad.
After the rocket successfully landed, the parachute location and rope arrangements were noted
to spot any tangling or tears. After a once-over visual inspection, the parachutes were declared
pristine.
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Figure 8 – Landing site of the rocket; the lines and canopy were checked for tangling and tears; none were present

After an inspection of the parachutes, the CO2 cartridges were inspected. It was found that all
charges, including the redundant systems, were successfully punctured. After confirming all
charges went off, the payload was disassembled to confirm the survival of the fragile payload.
The 5 clay disks were all perfectly in-tact; calling for a completely successful recovery!

Lessons Learned
Aerostructure
This competition was a first attempt at making our own body tubes. With the use of a filament
winder located at the NASA Glenn Research Center, we were able to construct all tubes as well
as the nose cone. Unfortunately, testing on the materials was not done until after the second
test launch and only on the carbon fiber. From the testing, we learned that the thickness of the
tubes were optimal for the flight, however the angle of the wind and the resin used was not. The
wind angle was a recommended angle given to us from the contact at NASA Glenn, and the
resin was chosen from previous knowledge of doing wet layups on previous projects. The wind
angle chosen was 70deg; this was found to be too high and not in the proper direction for our
flight, where in fact we would want a much lower angle. For the resin, the product we used
required our material to be put in an enclave and heated up to fully cure; however, we did not
bag our tubes nor put them in an enclave. They were spun overnight and room temperature
cured. Thus the strength of them never fully developed which is the reason for the test launch
tube failure.
Another topic learned was the placement of bulkheads within couplers. This was an idea
previously used on other rockets and worked well, however for this project, we had put our
recovery and electronics bulkhead in the coupler, this was an issue when putting the rocket
together because it required put the tubes together first, then aligning the bulkhead within the
coupler with little grabbing area which made the time to put the entire thing together increase
greatly.
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Payload
During the final weeks of building the team’s machinists were finding that the materials ordered
were not machinable. This resulted in some quick alterations to the design, luckily the
alterations also increased the rocket’s stability margin. In the future it would be best to have the
machinist inspect the model and give the design team feedback on the manufacturability of the
design.
The payload spring/damper observably worked, but as there were no sensors in the payload
section to detect motion, there is no data regarding how well it worked. In the future, for moving
components inside the rocket, motion sensors will be placed in the areas necessary to
understand the actual physics of what’s going on inside the rocket.

Recovery
Although it was a flawless recovery; there is always room for improvement and learning. During
the LRR, the team asked for constructive feedback from the NAR representatives due to having
no prior experience at the competition. They mentioned the shock chords could be nearly five
times the length of the rocket. The team’s shock chords were between two and three times the
length of the rocket. For the future, more length could never hurt and the cost to add the extra
length would be minimal.
A technique called “zippering” was also mentioned by one of the NAR representatives in which
the shock chord is folded over onto itself in a zig-zag pattern numerous times and held together
with automotive tape. The effect of this is neater packing into the rocket and it also aids in the
shock absorbtion when the main parachute is inflated.
When conversing with other teams and rocketry enthusiasts, it was mentioned that the ejection
systems should be staggered (the primary charge ejects at a certain altitude and the redundant
charge ejects a few feet after) to ensure no damage to the parachutes. Our system used was
CO2, so it was a cold system and had no risk of causing damage to the parachutes; however,
this was exceptional information for future endeavors if the team chooses to use black powder
ejections.

Education Engagement Summary
The students of Kenmore High school who were enrolled in Physics, Mathematics, and Science
courses learned about the design of high-powered rockets during their class periods, as
presented by Akronauts members. Parts of previous rockets were displayed which the students
were able to touch and ask questions about. The students were then challenged to draw the
expected forces on the rocket body during flight, and designed a hypothetical payload. At
Kenmore, about 56 9th grades, as well as 112 10-12th graders were reached through this direct
interaction.
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Figure 9 – Akronauts members Emery Rowe and Charles Campbell prepping the parachute material for the students

Akronauts members Emery Rowe, Charles Campbell, and Anna Tombazzi taught middle
schoolers at the STEM middle school in downtown Akron how to make drogue parachutes. After
a brief presentation on the NASA mission and on the Akronauts team, these kids were able to
assemble a replica of the drogue shot used in the rocket flown at NASA. After finishing their
drogue shot, made from real parachute material, every kid had the option to take their parachute
home with them. At the STEM middle school, 37 kids between the grades of 5 and 9 were
reached.

Budget Summary
System

Budget (Assigned in PDR)

Spent

Difference

Avionics

$590.00

$116.42

$473.58

Structure

$950.00

$1,570.64

($620.64)

Recovery

$1,015.00

$751.23

$263.77

Payload

$900.00

$923.92

($23.92)

Propulsion

$1,015.00

$1,191.93

($176.93)

Travel

$3,690.00

$3,690.00

$0.00

Subscale
Rocket

$2,000.00

$557.99

$1,442.01

Overall

$10,160.00

$8,802.13

$1,357.87

Table 3 – Anticipated budget vs the actual amount spent for the entire Student Launch project
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The budget was over budgeted allowing an extra funds of $1,357.87 to be spent. With the
nature of experimental rocketry, the extra budgeting allowed for any replacement pieces that
may have been damaged or destroyed during testing or launches. Primarily, the structure and
propulsion had to spend more than anticipated due to a second test launch of the rocket. These
funds were used towards repairs and re-fueling.

Summary of Overall Experience
Overall, the NASA Student Launch was by far the most organized, most educational, and
arguably the most enjoyable competition the team has ever participated in. The Akronauts
discovered the NASA Student Launch competition while searching for ways to expand.
Previously, the team had only competed in ESRA’s Intercollegiate Rocket Engineering
Competition in Utah. Although participating in such an unfamiliar competition was a large step
outside of the team’s comfort zone, the organization of the competition and the communication
from the hosts exceeded all of the team members’ expectations. When the team was accepted
into the competition, they were filled with excitement and were ready for the challenge of a new
competition. As the year progressed, the competition’s design reviews on top of the members’
class loads became difficult; however, everyone on the team had the most expansive learning
experience compared to previous years and they really enjoyed doing the work. The competition
itself was very exciting; it seemed as if everything went off without a single hitch. The Akronauts
will be spreading the word to fellow universities in Ohio to encourage participation and will be
returning for future competitions.
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